“Printing on canvas has reached
a new level of definition, with
the latest print technology there
are endless possibilities.”
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Commercial Rates
Fast Turnaround
Locally Made
Sustainably Sourced Materials
Archival Gallery Finish
Ready to Hang Artwork
Custom Sizes
100% Quality Guaranteed

Why Canvas?

Picture Perfect

The textured surface of canvas allows
for seamless photo enlargements and
realistic painting reproductions.
On canvas you can enlarge images
up to five times their size, while
maintaining clarity.

We only use what we believe to be the
best techniques, materials, and
equipment to create a supreme galleryfinish. All canvases are printed and
stretched in our local Brunswick East
studio and supplied to clients
throughout Australia.

Canvas printing is a cost-effective
option compared to traditional framed
prints or original artworks. If you are
looking for a medium that is highquality, long-lasting and versatile then
canvas is a fantastic option.

We operate the latest Canon Pro-6000,
using genuine Canon inks and archival
canvas to produce vibrant, highdefinition canvas prints we know
you'll love!

Our Expertise

Artist Gallery

We have extensive experience working
with professionals in the fields of
interior design, property development,
advertising, and marketing. We’ve
produced quality canvas prints to fill
entire office buildings, shop fit outs,
and large apartment spaces. We can
help transform any space into a
stylish, modern, and sophisticated
environment.

Don’t have your own artwork? We offer
a curated online gallery of unique and
beautiful photos and artworks for you
to choose from. Browse our gallery of
local and international artists selling
their artwork on canvas. You can find
everything from abstract paintings to
photos of local landmarks. Just pick
your favourite, and we’ll print them in
any size you need.

A Size For Any Space
We know one-size doesn’t fit all when it comes to interior styling. For this
reason, we offer our prints in all shapes and sizes. If you are looking for large
art pieces, canvas is the perfect material. You can enlarge and print images up
to five times their original size. We print and stretch canvases up to 4m in
length to fill even the largest walls.

Fast Delivery

Floating Frames

Not only do we offer the fastest
turnaround on canvas printing, we’ll
have your prints delivered safely to
your door by a trusted courier. Our
services include same-day local
couriers, express nationwide and
international shipping.

Complete your canvas art with a
custom made floating frame. Frames
can add a touch of extra style to any
canvas print. Our frames are available
in raw timber, black, white, or custom
colours like silver or gold.

Canvas Prints You’ll Love

“My clients demand the best. It
may sound cliché but my clients
are high end Property
Developers where everything
they build is of the highest
quality. No exceptions. So when
I require framed Canvas Prints I
demand the best. So I go there.
Canvas Print Studio every time.
The highest quality, great service
and accommodating to
challenging time frames. I just
wouldn’t go anywhere else.”

“Rae helped transform the walls
of our new office at Lonely
Planet in Carlton with a number
of custom framed canvas prints.
Nothing was too difficult and the
prints are very high-quality. Rae
is a pleasure to deal with, very
professional and I highly
recommend her services.”

Johnny Jurcic (JJ)
Production Director
Cornwell

Ryan Evans
Manager, Image Asset & Resources
Lonely Planet Publications Pty Ltd

“We pride ourselves
in producing quality
canvas prints made
to last a lifetime”
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